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1
FOREWORD
r This document is the final report for Phase II of Contract N.AS8-20833,
"Construction and Testing of a Scanning Laser Radar. " The program was
sponsored by the Marshall Space Flight Centel^ of the National Aeronautical
and Space Administration, Huntsville, Alabama. The technical representatives
for NASA were J. A. Dunkin, D. O. Lowrey, and C. L. Wyman.
This contract ,eras performed by the International Telephone and Telegraph
E,	 Corporati6n, San Fernando, California. The work was perforr,ied in the
k	 Advanced Engineering 'Development Department of ITT Gilfillan under.
4 T. P. Dixon (Dir. ector), and L. G. Cardone (Associate Director). The
F	 project engineers were H. D. Coombes and T. E. Flom. Principal
contributors were L Cardone, D. Coombes T. Flom, J. Priebe,, L. Rosenberg,
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	 INTRODUCTION
This is the final report for Phase II of NASA contract NAS8-20833, "Con-
struction and Testing of a Scanning Laser Radar''. Phase I pertained
primarily to constructing breadboards of portions of the Scanning Laser Radar
in order to :prove the feasibility of certain range and scan techniques. The
Phase II, reported here, describes the construction and testing of a laboratory
prototype of a complete Scanning Laser Radar system. The Scanning
Laser Radar was developed to acquire and track cooperative targets (i. e.
targets that have corner cube reflectors) For future spaceborne applications
such as the rendezvous and docking of two spacecraft. The Scanning Laser
Radar was constructed to acquire and track targets anywhere in a 30 0 x 30°
field-of-view without the aid of mechanical gimbals. The system is relatively
small, lightweight, low power consuming, and operates at room temperature
without cooling.
The Scanning Laser xladar overall system is described in section 2.0 of this
report. BlockAiagrams and photo 's
 
of the hardware are included with the
i
system description. Detailed descriptions of all the subsystems that make
up the Scanning Laser Radar system are included in section 3.0. Bloch
diagrams, photos, and detailed optical, and electronic schematics are used
to help descri-he such subsystem hardware as the laser, beam steerer, receiver
optics and detector, control and processing lectronids, visual data displays,
and 4,`1-e equipment used on the target. Tests were performed on the Scanning
Laser Radar to determine its acquisition and tracking performance and to
determine its range and angle accuracies while tracking a moving target. The
tests and test results are described in section 4.0.
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2.0
	
SYSTEM DESr,RIPTION
ii
2.1	 General
The, Scanning Laser Radar (SLR) described in this report has been developed
for future spaceborne applications. At present, the greatest need for space-
borne radars is as an accurate guidance aid for spacecraft that are performing
rendezvous and docking maneuvers. 	 Laser radar systems are presently
being considered for use on future spacecraft such as the NASA space shuttle,
--search Application Module).space station, space tug, and the RAN (Ro	 i
Since use of the Scanning Laser Radar is directed toward future sPaceborne
applications it was important that it be relatively small, lightweight, and low-
power. consuming.
	
The radar built takes up lessthan 1.5 cubic feet, wet;ghs
approximately 40 pounds, and requires about 50 watts prime power,	 A ll	 '';.ie
SLR data outputs are in a digital format that aliows for straightforward
transmission into a vehicle guidance compW.^er or visual instrument panel.
No mechanical gimbals are used in the radar and almost all the electronic
^Kt i components are digital type integrated circuits. 	 The entire system operates at
room temperature without cooling.
To better understand the general performance requirements thatare imposed
upon a radar system to be used for rendezvous and docking applications the
basic radar and target geometry associated with rendezvous and docking maneuvers,,,,,
is briefly discussed here. 	 The first sequence in rendezvous and docking
(rendezvous search) will set the limits on the maximum target range for the
7
radar, 	 Generally, two space vehicles will be inserted into coplanar orbits that
will necessitate that the on-board radar have a range capability of 20- 1 5 nautical
miles.	 Another important consideration directly affectin g
 the radar design
is the relaflive target ephemeris (bounds of the relative location of the target
2-1
-AM
-oft,
(0
at a given time), because the range to the target and the target search cone
will directly affect the power required by a given radar system, the acquisition
time, and the background characteristics. After the target has been acquired
the line-of-sight range and angles between the chaser and target vehicles are
measured. The accuracy of these long range measurements will affect the
IM t
P
fuel requirements of rendezvous closure because any navigation errors incurred
will require additional fuel during corrective maneuvers. The docking sequence
requires the on-board .radar to measure the :relative angular positions between
s the docking ports. This is normally accomplished at a relatively close.
range (100 - 500 feet). The on--board radar must continuously measure the line-
of-sight angles between the two docking ports to a precision that will allow
i^ the respective vehicle or vehicles to maneuver such that the line-of-sight
angles are nulled, The line-of-sight geometry for docking is shown in Figure
2-1. These line-of-sight angles must be nulled usually to approximately
f 30 , or less, for successful and easy mating of the dockng adaptors. Another
measurement that is critical to a successful dooling is the range measure-
4
ment, and also the range-rate and angle rates must be continuously and
accurately calculated or measured so that the contwi.,t irdiocities can be
r
carefully controlled ,prior to and at docking contact. Numerous mechanical
considerations enter into the determination of impact velocities, however,
a maximum range-rate of 1 foot/sec or less is a representative value for the
`	 last 25 feet prior to docking contact. The Scanning Laser Radar described
`
	
	 here was tested with moving targets and the angle accuracy was approximately
0. 06 degrees (3 Q) and the range accuracy was 5 centimeters (3 Q ).
The system configuration of the SLR built and described;, here has an active
receiver on the tar.
 get for the purpose of measuring the relative orientation or
of the targetatttu!.ie,	  (the a.angles shown in Figure 2-.1). The system
configuration of the SLR for Phase III of contract NA88--23973 will not have
2-2
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RIIII 
an active receiver on the target, only passive corner cube reflectors. The
target's relative attitude will be obtained by measuring the range and angles
to three corner cube reflectors and then geometrically calculating the rela-
tive target attitude.
Two experimental prototypes of a s pace borne laser radar system have been
developed for RASA by International'Tclephone and Telegraph Corporation
over the last several years. Both systems were designed for cooperative 1
target applications. The first generation system was completed in 1967
(contract NAS8-11(373) and it experimentally demonstrated the basic feasibility
i
and the advantages of using lah er radar in rendezvous and docking operations.
The first generation system was successfully tested in rendezvous and docking
-,	 simulators, however the laser system configuration was limited by the state-
of-the-art components available in 1965-67. The second generation system,
IJ reported on here, wascompleted in 1971. New or improved lasers, beam
 steerers, detectors, optical components, high speed digital logic, and associated
new scan and ranging techniques have been incorporated in the second gener-
ation system. This system uses the scan technique whereby a narrow laser
transmitter beam and an equally narrow receiver instantaneous field-of -- view
are synchronously scanned over a relatively larger field-of-view without theYn	 Y	 Y	
use of mechanical gimbals. Thin system shall be referred to herein as the
Scanning Laser Radar.
1
1
1
2.2	 System Hardware Descri lion
The Scanning Laser Radar is a line-of-sight acquisition and tracking system
t
that will determine the relative location of a target by measuring the line-
P
Al of-sight range to the target, and the pitch and ya`v line-of-sight angles.
l^
The range-rata and angle-rates are determined by differentiating the range
k
and angle measurements. 	 A system block diagram of the present experimental
prototype of the Scanning Laser Radar is shown in Figure 2-2 	 For this
system configuration, one vehicle will have a radar, tran smitter-receiver and
} the other vehicle (the target) will have onl y a reflector-receiver.	 The
radar transmitter-receiver will be used to determine the line-,of-sigh 
t
range (R) and the line-of-sight angles ( A x , A y) to the target vehicle aria the
receiver on the target will be used to determine the target orientation or
z
relative target attitude ( axt, ayt>	If it is necessary to have all the radar
data on one vehicle, then the respective data will have to be telemetered from
:.	 _ one vehicle to the other vehicle.
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The primary equipment in this prototype of the Scanning Laser Radar is the
radar transmitter-receiver and its associated electronics. The target
equipment plays an important but secondary role. A block diagram of the
radar transmitter-receiver and electronics is shown in Figure 2-4 and
photo's of this equipment are shown in Figure 2-5. This Scanning Laser
Radar will scan a 0.1 0 x 0.10 transmitter beam and receiver instantaneous
field-of-view synchronously over a 30 0 x 300 field-of-view. A raster scan
is used for target acquisition and a cross scan about the target is used for
target tracking. A 1 KHz PRF and scan rate is used.
To effectively search for and locate a target using a narrow laser beam, a
scanning system is needed to rapidly scan the transmitted beam and the
receiver field-of-view. A scan technique that steers or points a narrow
laser beam synchronously with an equally narrow receiver field-of-view
(FOV) will provide a laser radar system with the maximum efficiency with
regard to transmitter-receiver beam. geometry. If the transmitted laser
beam is larger than the receiver FOV_ all the laser energy outside the receiver
FOV will be lost.. If the transmitted laser beam is smaller than the receiver
FOV, then the sky background noise and the receiver detector dark current
noise will be larger, thus reducing the signal-to-noise ratio of the radar
system. There are various ways to implement the synchronous scan technique.
The synchronously scanned transmitter-receiver
 
chosen here performs the
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i As shown in the block diagram (Figure 2-4) and in the photo's (Figure 2-5)
s
the major subsystems in the radar are; the single mode Gallium Arsenide
rt	 (GaAs) laser, the piezoelectric beam steerer, the receiver optics, and
the scanning optical detector (image dissector). A detailed description of
each of these major subsystems is included in section 3. 0, Subsystem
Descriptions. An illustrative and descriptive loot, at the major portions
of the electronic hardware associated with the radar is shown in Figure
^t 2-6 . The basic functions for the mayor electronic circuit boards or
;t	 components are briefly described in the figure and quantitative data on the
total number of integrated circuits and discrete components is listed. A
detailed description of the radar electronics is also included in section 3.0.
	F	 This laser radar was built to operate against a cooperative target. A
-	
block diagram of the target reflector-receiver and associated electronics
is shown in Figure 2 -7 and a photo of the equipment is shown in Figure
2-8. The key component on the target is the corner cube reflector. It
I	 redirects the incoming radar beam back to the radar with only a negligible
	
r	 loss in power. The return signal coming from a corner cube reflector
is generally l x 106 times greater than the return signal obtained from a
`
	
	 lambertian surface for most radar applications. The rest of the target
equipment, the receiver and electronics are used to measure the incoming
direction of the radar beam (the target's relative attitude with respect to
the radar). The target receiver and electronics uses almost the same com-
ponents found in the radar with the major exception that it has no ranging circuitry.
The target scans a 0.1© instantaneous field-of-view over a 300 FOV, and will
I,	
acquire and ,track the radar beam anywhere in the 30° FOV. The corner
cube reflector can redirect beamsover approximately a 600
 FOV. An
illustrative _ and descriptive look at the major portions of the target electronics
I	 ..
I
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hardware is shown in Figure 2-9. The basic functions for the major electronic
circuit board's or components are briefly described in the figure and quan-
titative data on the total number of integrated circuits and discrete components
is listed. A detailed description of the target electronics is included in
section S. 0.
After completion of the Scanning Laser Radar hardware f i e 1 d
tests were performed to determine some of the pertinent performance charac-
teristics under dynamic conditions with a moving target. A summary of this
performance data is shown in Table 2-1 and a detailed description of the
tests and "test results is included in section 4.0 Table 2-2 shows the size,
weight, and power characteristics for this Scanning Laser Hadar.
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TABLE: 2-1
SUMIAMRY OF THE SCANNING LASER RADAR PERFORMANCE DATA
(Obtained during dynamic tests with moving targets)
Range Accuracy (3 a- + ti centimeters for R< 50 meters
+0.01%a of R for R> 50 meters:
(10 smoothed readings Per second)
Angle Accuracy (3T -±.0.06, degrees over 300 x30 0  FOV
(15.7 readings per second)
Max. Tracking-rates 0.9 degrees/second
1 1 000 meters/second (estimated)
Max. Acquisition-rates 0.17 to 0.25 degrees/second
(depending upon direction of target trajectory)
1,000 meters/second (estimated)
TABLE 2-2
SIZE, WEIGHT, AND POWER CHARACTERISTICS_ OF THE SCANNING LASER RADAR
I Size	 I Weight
	 Power
E _RadarTransmitter-Receiver 6"x9 11 x21'' 32 pounds 40 watts
Electronics 91tx911x9" 8 pounds @23 VDC
' Visual Data Display 411x9"x9" 4 pounds 10 watts
"I`4
i 11
Tar et
i I_ Receiver 4„x511x18" 15 pounds 25 watts
Electronics 411x9"x91! 4 pounds @28 VDC
Reflector 2 1/21 ' dia. 1 pound 0
e
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3.0	 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
	
3.1	 General
There are numerous subsystems that make up the Scanning Laser Radar system
described in Section 2.0. These subsystems will be described in detail in this
section and are the following:
3.2 Single Mode GaAs Laser and Laser Modulator Electronics
3.3 Piezoelectric Beam Steerer and Driver Electronics
3.4 Receiver Optics
3.5 Receiver Detector (Image Dissector)
3.6 Pre-amp, AGC, and Threshold Electronics
3.7 Mode Control Electronics
3.8 Angle Tracker Electronics
3.9 Range and Timing Electronics
3.10 Power Convertersj*
3.11 Target Reflector and Receiver
3.12 Target Electronics
3.13 Radar Data Displays
MCI
3-1
3.2	 Single Mode GaAs Laser and Laser Modulator Electronics
The Scanning aser Radar is a small lightweight,low ower -consumingg	 ,p 	 layer
radar system which is used to acquire and track cooperative-type targets. A
pulsed semiconductor laser, which is small, lightweight and will operate at
room temperature without cooling, has, therefore, been used as the radiating
source.. Photos of the laser are shown. in Figure 3-1. The particular pulsed.
Alin	 semiconductor laser used is a recently developed Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)
s that	 single-mode la er t a emits.. its radiation m a i le mode (TEMoo). Because the single.
mode beam is essentially diffraction--limited, it enables one to use a beam'
steering tecYuuque that requires relatively small optics. The single mode
goperation will also enable one to et a far-field radiation pattern that is
gaussian-shaped, a Idghly desirable characteristic for a radar system.
To get single mode operation, a GaAs laser diode is placed in an optical
resonator. The GaAs Laser diode is a specially fabricated semiconductor
p-n diode. All p n diodes, when forward-Biased electrically, emit radiation
when holes and electrons combine. In a laser diode a stimulated emission
process occurs that amplifies the radiation on the p-n junction axis that is
i	 ¢ perpendicular to the parallel sides of the diode.
	
A laser diode, without the
external optical resonator, emits its radiation in many elect o-magnetic
I,
1T modes. 	 When the laser diode is properly aligned inside the optical resonator,
6;
the optical resonator will allow only one transverse electromagnetic mode
j; (TEMoo) to oscillate with high gain. The optical resonator components and
their respective alignment' motions are shown in Figure 3-2, Optical-
MechaAcal Sketch of the Single _Mode GaAs Laser. The Optical, resonator
essen4dally consists of a GaAs laser diode that has anti-reflection optical
coatings, two lenses, and two flat mirrors; one used as the total reflector and
one used as the partial reflector in the optical resonator.
3-2
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PHOTOS OF SINGLE MODE GaAs LASER
FIGURE 3-L
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The peak output power of the single GaAs laser (Generation #2) is 0.5 watts
in the single mode (TEM00). The wavelength is 0.9040 p meters with an
0
optical bandwidth of 0.0030 ^i meters (30 A). The laser was developed by IBM.
The laser was pulsed at a 1 KHz pulse repetition frequency (PRF) J14-h a.
current modulator or driver as shown in Figure 3-3, Schematic of the GaAs
Laser Drawer and Transmitter Pickoff. The 0.5 watt peak output power from
the laser was obtained with approximately 80 amperes peak current from the
laser driver.	 The optical pulses had a rise time of approximately 10
nanoseconds and had a pulse width of approximately 50-100 nanoseconds.
The optical output pulse from the laser was used as the start pulse for each
radar range measurement. The transmitter pickoff circuit for detecting the
start pulse is shown in the lower half of Figure 3-3.
f
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' 3.3	 Piezoelectric Beam Steerer and Driver Electronics
The beamsteerer subsystem takes 'a narrow laser beam (0.1°) and steers
r4 or points it over a relatively large fields-of-view (30°) without the use of
mechanical gimbals. The active deflecting device is a mirror mounted to
piezoelectric crystals.
	
When a voltage is applied across a piezoelectric
crystal it bends proportional to the applied voltage, which causes the
attached mirror to be rotated and the beam striking the mirror is deflected.
`she  laser beam striking the mirror is deflected a known amount b
	 control-Y
ling the voltage on the piezoelectric crystal.
	
Calibrated strain gages are
attached to precisely monitor the actual bending thus taking care of the off-
axis hysteresis in the piezoelectric crystal.
	 With a, diffraction-limited beam
from the single mode GaAs laser ( X = 0.9 µ meters), and two 0.7 x 1.0
inch piezoelectric-driven mirrors that are both rotated 0 + 0.25 degrees,
one obtains a square raster scan pattern that has better than 300 x 300
resolvable scan elements. 	 For a 0. a° beam and 300
 field-of view a minimum
a of 300 x 300 scan elements are needed just to cover the full 300 field-of-view.
r 376 x 376 scan elements are programmed into the SLR, acquisition rasher scan
logic so that a 20% overlap between adjacent scan elements is obtained.
The purpose of the additional optics in the beamsteerer is to amplify the
f initial beam deflection (± 0.25°) into a ±15 0 beam deflection. 	 A number ofr.
optical configurations were considered for the beamsteerer.	 Most of these
0-
•	 the lowest cost custom-made system
•	 The highest potential optical transmission
•	 easily calculable performance
•	 alignment in visible light
•
	
	 50% greater raster resolution (or less beamsteerer drive
voltage) than required because of the double reflection from
each beamsteerer.
Photos of the beamsteerer are shown in Figure 3-4, and a simplified
schematic showing the beamsteerer optics and the deflection of a beam in one
axis is shown in Figure 3-5. The piezoelectric driven mirrors were
developed by CT&E. In Figure 3-5, the output beam from the laseris
converged to a small symmetrically-focused spot by the first input lens.
The beam then diverges into a cone and reflects off two piezoelectric-driver
mirrors ot-dy one is shown in order to simplify the drawing. The beam is
then reflected and refocused by a spherical mirror anti for a second time the
`
	
	 beam reflects off the piezoelectric- driven mirrors. The focal point of the
spherical mirror is displaced from the focal point of the first lens because of
a small fixed tilt ( y) in the placement of the spherical mirror. Also, the
focal point of the spherical mirror is located in the focal plane of a projector
lens assembly located at the output of the transmitter beamsteerer. A
rotation of the piezoelectric-driven mirrors will result in an angular displace-
ment of the beam and thus cause the beam to be displaced_ laterally at the
focal plane of the spherical mirror. This lateral displacement will be
converted and amplified by the projection lens assembly into the final desired
off -axis angular deflection at the output of the transmitter. A small
rotation (±0.25 degrees) by the piezd,Olectric-driven mirrors resalts
3- 8
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in a relatively large beans deflection (±15 degrees) at the output of the projee.-
tion lens assembly. The projection lens assembly is also used to collimate
the output to the desired beamwidth (01 degree).
The electronics needed to control the piezoelectric beam deflectors and the
strain gage circuitry used to monitor the precise deflection are shown in
Figure 3-6 (Schematic of the Beam Deflector Electronics) and Figure 3-7
(Schematic of the Beam Deflector Strain Gage).
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3.4	 Receiver Optics
r
A multi-element lens is used to collect the energy from the return
laser radar signal. The lens focuses the return radar beam to a small
spot at the focal plane of the lens. For each return signal the focused
spot is uniquely located at one place in the focal plane and this location
is directly proportional to a radar-to-target line-of-sight angle. A
multi-element lens assembly is used in the SLR receiver because
good off-axis resolution and high speed (lour f#) are needed. The
Angeniux 50 mm f/1. 0 lens used in SLR images the radar's 300 FOV
upon the area of the optical detector which has a diameter of 1.0 inches.
The high speed f/1.0 permits the largest collecting aperture possible,
consistent with high resolution.	 A narrow band optical filter is also
used in the receiver optics in order to filter out light that i.,s not at
the same wavelength as the laser. 	 This filter reduces the undesirable
'- background radiation which is potentially a large noise contributor,
expecially for a sunlit cloud background.
	 The bandwidth of the filter
o
envelope is approximately 200 A and is centered at the wavelength of the
f
0
GaAs laser (0. 9 micron meters) .
	 A 200 A optical bandwidth is needed
for the narrow passband optical filter even though the optical, bandwidth
o	 0
Y	 i of the laser is considerably less than 200 A The 200 A is needed because
the filter must pass the return signal f 150' off the boresight axis, and if
fotr1e filter bandwi dth was less than 200 A the off-axis shift in wavelengthx
would reduce the effective signal transmission severely. Photos
of the receivers optics are shown in Figure 3-3 and a schematic of the
multi-element lens and narrow band optical filter is shown in Figure
3-9.
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3. 5 	 Receiver Detector (Image Dissectorl,
A scanning optical. detector (image dissector.) is used to convert the
optical (laser) energy to electrical energy and measures the ampli-
tude and angular direction of the return radar signal. An image
dissector with a 1 . 0 inch diameter photocathode (ITT F4011) and a
central or instantaneous aperture of 0.0035 inches is used. The 300
t
radar FOV is imaged onto the 10 inch photocathode surface. There-
i fore, the 0 . 0035 inch instantaneous aperture will look at a 0. 105
degree instantaneous FOV. An S-1 surface for the photocathode is
selected in order to detect the GaAs (0.9 micron meters) laser
6
radiation. The S-1 photocathode has a sensitivity of 0.006 amps/watt
at 0 9 micron meters. The dark current for the S-1 photocathdoe is
	
k;	
-12,	 2
typically 1 x 10	 amps/watt per cm at 250C. The electrons emitted
from the photocathode are deflected and focused magnetically in the
F4011. The drive currents into the coils determine the amount of
deflection and focusing. The electron gain in the photomultiplier
section is set at 1 x 105 , Photo's of the image dissector are shown
in figure 3-10. Figure 3-11 shows a general schematic of the image
dissector and figure 3-12' shows an outline drawing and detailed
schematic of the F4011 image dissector.
After the receiver optics has focused the return signal on the photo-
cathode of the image dissector, the image dissector senses the precise
X-Y position of the return signal on the surface of its photocathode,
and then determines the angular direction of the incoming beam. Every
X and Y position on the photocathode surface is directly proportional
to a pitch (0p) and yaw (0y) line-of-sight angle. The image dissector
works like a television picture tube in reverse. A TV picture tube
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i1i
has a centrally located aperture that emits electrons and these electrons
are directed toward and onto one small spot on the TV screen by an
electromagnetic field. The small spot on the TV screen is accurately
positioned by controlling the electromagnetic field with a known
current. When the electrons hit the small spot on the TV screen, the
screen emits photons of light which form one small part of the image
the viewer will see.	 The image dissector operates in the reverse
process, the incoming photons of laser light strike one small spot on
the screen (photocathode of the image dissector), and then electrons
IL
from the small spot are emitted toward the central aperture.
	
By
varying the electromagnetic field, the image dissector can effectively
scan the surface of the photocathode to determine where the laser spotI
'r is located.	 Two significant advantages are obtained by having the laser
L
return focused to a small spot and then measuring the current from
only one small spot on the photocathode.	 The entire background in
the optical field-of-view is imaged on the detector area, therefore,
the background noise is a function of the detector area, sensed. 	 Since
k the image dissector senses only a small area, during any given time
interval, the background noise is reduced significantly.
	 Also, the
dark current noise of an optical detector is proportional to the detector
area.	 Therefore, it is also reduced because only a small area is
sensed during any given time interval.	 It should also be noted that the
image dissector is a non-storage devices allowing random or variable
scan rates without changes in signal amplitude.	 The image dissector
signal output is a current pulse with approximately the same waveform
as the incoming laser pulse,
	 The peak level is in the microampere
9 range.	 This is terminated into a 50 ohm load and the resulting microvolt
signal is amplified to a 3 volt level with a wide bandwidth preamp and
x	
s postamp.
r'
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t 3. 6	 Pre-Amplifier, Automatic Gain Control and Threshold Electronics
'I
I
The radar signal processing circuitry between the image dissector
anode and the digital 'logic consists of a two-stage transistor pre- 	 {h
amplifier, art automatic gain control a;ttenuator, an integrated circuit
vide^ amplifier, a two-stage transistor post amplifier and an automatic 	 l
gain control circuit.	 These circuits are very well shielded and decoupled
i
from external noise sources and have an overall small signal `gain of
50, 000.	 A. block diagram of the pre-amp, AGC, and threshold is
shown in Figure 3-13 and a detailed schematic of the pre -amp and
'` AGC is shown in Figure 3-14.
T.he two-stage transistor preamplifier is used to amplify the signal
voltage, developed across the anode load by the image dissector anode
i current, to a level sufficient to operate the attentuator. 	 A 40 NYHz
bandwidth is rewired to allow approximately a 10 nanosecond risetime
on the return pulse. 	 Amperex A485 transistors are used in the
E preamplifier because of their high cut-off frequency( fT) and low noise
f characteristics.	 The gain of the two-;stage preamplifier is approximately
` 30 and the dynamic range of the output is 2.0 molts to 3.0 volts.	 y
Y Oil
,n:=zutomatic gain control system is used in the video amplifier to
w prevent di,Aortiorn of the video return pulse, and still preserve the large
signal-to-nk)ise ratio on strong video returns.
	 The AGC attentuator
keeps the signal amplitude nearly consIant after the attenuation and
s ..
has an attenuation range of' 60 --db.
	 An integrated circuit video
d
amplifier with a gain of 80 is used on the small signal (1.5 'mv) after
the attenuator to increase the signal level to 0. 12 volts.
	 A two-stage
,t
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ktransistor post amplifier is then used to increase the video return
signal to a 3. S volt amplitude. This level is compatible with logic
level signals and is also used to generate the AGC control voltage.
Integrated circuit amplifiers cannot be used here throughout because
those presently available are too noisy for the low levels of the preamp
and are too non-linear for higher levels of the post-amplifier. The
AGC control voltage generator is a peak detector and a driver circuit
with sufficient gain to charge the AGC filter circuit on 2 or 3 return
pulses. The filter discharge time is approximately 0. 25 seconds
because the video return pulse changes amplitude relatively slowly
with range, but the AGC control needs to be set quickly on acquisition.
A signal threshold circuit consisting of a tunnel diode and th y, .input logic
level of a Motorola MECL III logic input gate determines when a range
return is received U7hen the range return has an am litude of 1 5 voltsp.
k^ for 2 or more .nanoseconds, the range return is confirmed.
F;
r.F
r
:
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Mode Control Electronics
The system mode control circuitry determines the type.cf radar scan
to be used and the Operation of the ranging and readout systems„
	 Two
basic modes are used - acquisition and track - which are pictorially
shown in Figure 3 -15. A general block diagram of the mode control
functions is shown in Figure 3-16.
When the SLfl. system is turned on the mode control is reset to the
{ acquisition mode.
	 If the radar target has not been acquired or the
radar loses track of a target, the mode control is also reset to the
Iacquisition mode.	 When reset the mode control goes to AC^Q #1
state, and in this mode all track control systems are reset, range
readouts blanked. 	 Theand angle accumulators cleared and	 angle
x
deflection system then starts a raster scan from the particular
instantaneous element of the 300 x 300
 total field that the system
happens to be on when returning to the acquisition. mode. 	 The raster
scan scans the instantaneous field-of-view (0. 10
 x 0. 10) in a line scan
Will
of 376 elements and afield of 376 lines.	 The scan pattern is a
triangular form which ,produces a back and forth type of scail rather
than the more ytor on; aawtooth form which produces a scan in one
direction then a qaftk'retrace in the opposite direction. A detailed
schematic of the mode control logic is shown in Figure 3-17.
If the target is lost while being tracked, the target will be near the
angular location of the last known tracking angle. Therefore a limited
acquisition scan' is made, centeiz ed about the last tracked location. This
can greatly reduce reacquisition time, depending on where the target
is lost. The limited acquisition field is 16 elements by 16 lines
3-26
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TRACK MODE
SEE FIGL''RE 3 -25 FOR
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FIGURE 3-17
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1
(1.28o x 1. 28 0 ). A detailed schematic of the limited acquisition1	 control counter and control gates is shown in Figure 3-18. A limited
acquisition control counter is used to control the main acquisition1	 counters in such a fashion that the limited acquisition scan is made
anlwhere in the 300 x 300 total field -of -view and centered on the last1	 known target position. After scanning 4 limited acquisition fields, if
the target has not been reacquired, the acquisition scan returns to the
full 300 by 300 acquisition scan.
Approximately 15 microseconds before t 	 for each millisecond period,0
the receiver and transmitter scan is commanded to go to a new
position for that millisecond period and at t
	
the laser is pulsed for a0
range transmission.	 If there is a corner reflector target at some
range in this scan position, a video return will be received through
the vidissector and preamp.	 In the ACQ #1 mode the range gate is
held open since the range of the target is unknown, and effectively the
vi(ieo return is a range return through range gate (TRG) and the range
of the return is counted by the range counter even though it might be
a noise pulse.
	 If no video return is received in the first 1 millisecond
period the acquisition scan proceeds to the next element in the acquisition
scan pattern and goes through the same process looking for a return
from a target in each successive element of the scan pattern.
	 But if
a range return (TRG) is received as described above on any scan
element, this causes the mode control to go to ACQ 42 state.	 This
state stops the acquisition scan on the scan element on which the first
range return (TRG) was received and loads the range gate counter with
the range measured on the first range return (TRG) .	 Now the stun is
stopped on the scan position of the first range return and a second
range pulse is transmitted and the gate is opened about the range of
the first range :return.
	 If a second range return is received through
3-30
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the range gate, acquisition is cnnfirmed and the mode control is
advanced to the track mode and track scan starts about this acquisition
scan element. if no second range return (TRG) is received the mode
control is reset back to ACQ #1 mode and the acquisition scan proceeds to
the next element in the acquisition scan pattern. If the second range
return (TRG) is received and the mode control goes to the track mode,
the control system will stay in the track mode until no range returns
(TRG) are received in the 64 millisecond track scan period. When
this happens the mode control is reset to ACQ 41 mode and the
acquisition scan starts again from this position in the field.
The range measurements used for accumulation and readout are
selected by a circuit shown in Figure _3 -17. The readings used for
accumulation must be related to the time base to be able to derive
range changes per unit time for range rate. Due to the track scan
pattern part of the range transmissions do not produce a range return
because the target is scanned outside of the image dissector aperture.
Also if the target is close to the image dissector aperture edge, a time
distortion occurs on the leading edge of the range return which distorts
1
i
1
1.
1
1
. am
the range accuracy. And a sum of 16 range reading is more easily
processed in binary circuits. Therefore, the range readings selected
for accumulation and readout are the first 16 range readings received
j	 in each 0. 1 sec period that are taken when the track scan is within ±2
I
A	 track steps of the image dissector aperture center. Another circuit
(16 Miss Count) is used to reset and clear all range accumulation registers
if less than 16 range readings are accumulated in any 0. 1 sec. period.
^I	 And a 4 count circuit is, used to control the 1.0 sec. range and range
ii	 rate registers sothat only complete range numbers are a-vailable for
readout out.
j
f;
+
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3. 8
	
Angle Tracker Electronics
3.8.1	 General
The Scanning Laser Radar acquires and tracks a target in three dimensions;
range and two angles.
	
Target range is measured and range gates are generated
to increase the SNIP; however, the radar tracking loop depends primarily on the
line-of-sight angle measurements to dynamically track a target. 	 The SLID angle
tracking subsystem is a dual-mode digital tracking system that locates and
acquires a target within the 300 x 300 FOV, and after acquisition, tracks the
target within the FOV in terms of vertical (pitch) and horizontal (yaw) line-of-
sight angles relative to boresight at the center of the FOV
	 The synchronously
scanned transmitter beam and receiver instantaneous field-of--view are scanned
about the total 30 0 x 300 FOV.
The angular deflection of the transmitter beam deflectors is proportional to the
voltage applied to the piezoelectric element and the angular deflection of the
receiver image dissector aperture is proportional to the current in the receiver
deflection coil.
	 Both the transmitter deflection voltage and the receiver deflection
current are derived from the output of the deflection digital to analog converter
as shown in both the simplified block diagram (Figure 3-19) and the detailed
block diagram (Figure 3-20) of the angle tracker electronics. The analog
output of the D/A Converter is directly proportional to the 14 bits of digital input
information from the track acquisition counters. Therefore, the transmitter-
receiver angular deflection is directly proportional o the digital information in
the track-acquisition counters. schematics of the vertical and horizontal counters
(Drawing RT5A), Vertical Acquisition Counter (Drawing RT5C), and the Horizontal
Acquisition Counter (Drawing RT5D) are shown on Pages A-14, A-16, and A-17
in the Appendix. The least significant bit of the track counter represents 0.00250;
therefore, with proper control of the track-acquisition counters, very precise
angular deflection can be obtained. Optical boresight of the system is defined as
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rrs
jj
logic of the 14 bit track-acquisition counters, as the most significant bit being logic
	 i
t one and all other bits being logic zero. 	 If the Scanning TAser Radar has not acquired
a target after "turn-on", or has lost a target while in the tracking mode, the con-
x trol will reset: to acquisition mode. 	 The magnitude of the track-acquisition bits
in terms of degrees in the field-of-view are as follows:
1/4 track step (Bit 1)	 _	 0.00250 - smallest increment
of tracking angle correction
p (	 )	 _ •	 g1 track ste  Bit 3	 0.010	 increment ofn le
movement of the track scan
1 acquisition step (Bit 6) 	 -	 0.080 - increment of angle
- movement of the acquisition scan
also equals the angle subtended
by the instantaneous aperture minus
the overlap.
ti 16 acquisitions steps
or lines (16 x 0.080 )	 =	 1.280 - the height and width of ;;he
limit acquisition field-Of-view
376 acquisition steps
a	 o
or lines (376 x 0.08)	 -	 30	 - the hei,Yit and width of thef total field-of-view
The amount of logic circuits for the angle tracker , is quite extensive, so integrated
f circuit :
	micropoint circuit boards were used in order to minimize the size ofl
s the electronics package.	 Photos of the micropoint circuit boards are shown in
z Figure 3-2I.	 Each 8" x 8 1`' circuit board will hold up to 140 integrated circuits.
The integrated circuit modules are spot welded to the boards and the connections
between the integrated circuit modules are made on the back side with wires also
spot welded to the modules.
	 Using wires, instead of printed circuits, allows for
the greater flexibility needed in developmental or experimental systems.
	
biter-
. connections between boards are made with a common multi-pin connector located
`f in the center of each board.
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IL
3.8.2 Acquisition Tracking and Reacquisition Electronics
ni a diagrams in Figure 3-15 illustratively depict the acquisition and
ROW
	
	
track scan. patterns and the controlling electronics. In the acquisition
mode the deflection scan is controlled by the horizontal and vertical
acquisition counters (the 9 most significant Bits of the track - acquisi-
3'	 )tion counters and are s nchronous up and down counters). A J-K flip
o flop is associated with each counter to determine the up or down anode
I	 ;..	 s
of count, and one J-K flip flop to determine the field mode of both
(/^'  1,
counters. Each counter has decoding gates which forms a pulse for
count 68 (down end court) and Count 443 (up end count), these pulses
supply J-K information to the 3 flip flops. A gate circuit, controlled
by the field mode flip flop and the system mode control (Stop
_I\ '
	
	 Acquisition Count), controls the Acquisition Clock Pulse (Acq. Cp),
into the counter, counting out the 376 successive elements per line
i and the 376 successive lines per field or 16 successive elements
per line and 16 successive lines per limited acquisition field. A
diagram of the acquisition scan waveforms and field patterns is shownf	 j,
in Figures 3-22 and 3-23.
The acquisition scan pattern continues element by element line by
I
	
	 dine and field by field until a target is confirmed and the system mode
control goes to track mode, then -the track scan is started about the
center of the element of the acquisition span in which the target was
confirmed. During all of the acquisition scanning the deflection D/A
converters continuously converts the horizontal and vertical acquisition
1
counter digital information to directly proportional deflection current
for the receiver deflection and voltage for the transmitter deflection.
i	 -i
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A limited acquisition scan mode is used to decrease re-acquisition
time if a target has been lost for some reason after a confirmed
acquisition or tracking of a target. 	 If a target has been confirmed
ot, tracked	 the target's position in the 300 x 300 field-of-view is known to
t+ within ±0.080 .	 A smaller acquisition scan consisting of 16 lines per
field and four fields (each field being 1.28 E by 1.280) is scanned
about the last known position of the target. 	 This mini scan takes
approximately 0. 256 second p, to complete when the scan rate is 1 kHz.
P In the mini scan. mode the same horizontal and vertical acquisition
counters and mode control flip flops are used as in the 30 0 by 300
acquisition scan.	 A: limited acquisition control circuit shown in
Figure 3-18 is used to set up limited acquisition mode and to supply
the up and down end counts to the main acquisition logic circuitry.
The limited acquisition control logic controls the size of the scan and
centers the scan on the last known target position.
The angle tracking performed in the track mode is a closed loop
tracking system which centers the center of the instantaneous aperture
of the image dissector on the target position in the overall 30 0
 x 300
' acquisition field-of-view.
	 It also measures the horizontal (yaw) and
vertical (pitch) line-of-sight angles in reference to boresight at the
` center of the 300 x 30o
 field-of-view.
	 The logic portions of the closed
loop tracker are the track control counter, the horizontal and vertical
position counters, the horizontal and vertical velocity counters, the
{ horizontal and vertical t,.tuck counters, and the acquisitiaxi counter
deflection system. 	 Schematics of this logic are shown on pages A-11,
A-12, A-13 1 A-26 and A-27 in the Appendix.
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The horizontal and vertical track counters are synchronous up and
down counters and are the five least significant bits of the 14 bit
track-acquisition counters. 	 In thr; track mode of operation, the
Acquisition Clock Pulse into the acquisition counters is inhibited and
the carry clock from bit 5 of the track counter drives the acquisition
counters.	 So, effectively, Ile 14 bit track-acquisition counters become
-
14 bit track counters in the track mode and hereafter will be referred
to as track counters while in the track mode,	 The deflection D/A
converters receive all 14 bits of digital information and the deflection
is always proportional to this information.
The track control counterCAI- CA6 in the upper left of Figure^	 P	 g  3-20
is a six bit synchronous counter that controls all of the timing of the
tracking closed loop,	 It is reset to zero in the acquisition mode and
starts counting the Acquisition. Clock Pulsed as soon as the target is
acquired and the system mode control goes to the track mode.
	 The
Acquisition Clock: Pulse (Acq,. Cp) and CA4, 5 and 6 waveforms are
shown with some of the track scan waveforms In Figure 3-24. 	 The
cycle time of the control counters is 64 milliseconds or 64 Acquisition
Clock Poises, which is also the time to complete a track mode cross
scan.	 The track scan elements and
.
 the cross scan sequence are
shown pictorial. in Figure 3-25.
The vertical portion of track cross scan is made during the first
half cycle of the track control counter, The first 32 Acquisition Clock
Pulses of the cycle are gated into the clock input of Bit 3 of the vertical
'	 track counter. - `.i'he mode control is gated up during the first 8 Acquisition
Clock Pulses, down during the next 16 and up for the next 8. This
causes the image dissector aperture to be deflected up ,8 track steps
.r
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for each of the first 8 Acquisition Clock Pulses, down during the next
16 and up for the next 8 and ends with the aperture back at the point
where it started. In a similar fa,s4ion the horizontal track counter,
during the last half of the cycle of the track control counter, causes
-the image dissector aperture to be deflected 8 track steps to the
right, 16 track steps to the left and 8 track steps to the right and
ending at the original starting position. This forms the track mode
cross scan which is continuously repeated -while the system is in the
t
track mode.	 l
If the target is located at the center of the aperture when the cross
scan begins and the aperture is deflected 'more than 4 track steps in
any direction the target will be outside of the aperture and no return
pulses will be received while on any deflection step that is farther than
4 track steps from the aperture center. When th y; deflection is 4 track
steps or less a return will be received on each step. If the target isL
at the center of the aperture daring the scan, the number of returns
s'	 received while the aperture is above center will equal the :number of
returns while the aperture is below center. In a similar fashion, during
the horizontal scan, the number of rety^ zrns to the right will equal the
number of returns to ale left. If the target was exactlyone track step
above the aperture center during the scan; more returns would be
received during the upper half of the scan than during the lower half
of the scan; in fact, four more returns would be received while the
y `	 aperture was above center than while below center. If there were two
AM
trace 9teps above the center, eight more returns would be received in
the upper half of the scan, if the target was below the aperture center
during the scan, , more returns would be received during the lower half
of the scan. In a similar fashion, the same difference in. the number
of returns occurs during the horizont71 scan if the target is to the
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right or left of the aperture center during the horizontal portion of the
tracking cross scan.	 Since 4 returns represents a target position
error of one track- step in relation to the aperture center, each return
is equal to 1/2 track step error.
After the angle tracking direction and magnitude errors have been
determined the corrections must be added to the deflection circuits to
complete the closed loop angle tracking system.	 This is done with
=} position and velocity correction counters in each angle. 	 These counters
are shown in Figure 3-20 and on pages A-11 and A-12 in the Appendix.
The position and velocity counters are identical 6 bit synchronous up-dowel
l counters, only the input and output gating controls are different, depending
on the functic ►n for which the counter is used. 	 All the correction
counters are reset to zero and the inputs are inhibited in the acquisition
mode, and the timing to the counters in the track mode is controlled by
the track control counter.
When the target is acquired and the system goes to the track mode, the
I	
_
track control counter starts counting and the vertical track scan starts
in the upper half of the scan. The vertical correction counter modes are
I`	 gated` up for the duration of tipper half of the vertical scan and the-
f radar returns are used for clocks to count the vertical correction
counters up one count for each -i eturn received during the upper half
C
of the vertical span, During the lower half of the vertical scan the
correction counter modes are gated down, and each return received is
used to count the correction counter down one count. Therefore, '
at the end of the vertical track scan, the vertical position and velocity
correction counters hold the location of the target (in terms of 1/4
track steps) in relation to the aperture center in the vertical direction.
3-4E
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This has occurred during the first half cycle of track control counter.
Also, during the same time period, the tracking information held by the
	
ANU	 horizontal correction counters is transferred to the horizontal track
cqunter in preparation for the horizontal scan. During the horizontal
scan the horizontal correction counter modes are gated up during the right
half and down during the left half of the scan, and the returns are
used as clocks to count the counters first up and then down so that
at the end of the horizontal scan the horizontal correction counters
	
tr	 hold the target location in the horizontal direction. Also, during this
same period, the vertical tracking information held by the vertical
correction counters is transferred to the vertical,, track counters and
the updated vertical angle is read out. This process of alternate'j"y
f sensing the target position in relation to the aperture center and them
correcting the vertical and horizontal track counters according to the
sensed error completes the closed loop tracking system and continues
as long as the system remains in the track mode.
The time periods of angle corrections and the angle readout periods
are shown in relation to the track scan periods in Figure 3-24. _A
X4 Acquisition Clock Pulse is used to clock the angle error information
from the correction counters into the track counters. Since the
correction counters are all reset to zero in the acquisition mode, and
	
x	 zero is used as a reference count, the most significant bit of the
counters will alv 's give the direction of the target error from t e
aperture center. Therefore, the mostsignificant 'bit is used to
determine the direction (up or drown) of count of the X4 Acquisition
Clock pulse into the correction counters and into the track counters
during the correction periods. The numbOer of X4 Acquisition Clock
a
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Pulses required to count the correction counters back to zero is the
number of 1/4 track steps of correction that is transferred to the track
counters. $o, if a position counter was counted up 3 counts during the
}#	 track scan, during the position correction period the X4 Acquisition
Clock Pulses would be enabled into the position counter until the counter
was counted down to zero. This would require 3 clocks so the track
_l
counter would be counted up by these same 3 clocks, and the aperture
would now be centered on the target and the position counter would be at
zero ready to receive the error count during the next track scan.
^f
11A^^
The velocity correction counter receives its input error information
in exactly the same manner as the position counter during the track
scan, but differs from the position counter in that it stores angle
error information and repeatedly corrects the track counter with this
information, if the target has a velocity. The error information in
the velocity counter changes only if the target velocity changes. This,
in effect, predicts the target position for the next track scan according
to the target velocity.
The up-down mode of the velocity counter and track counter during the -
velocity 'correction period is taken from the velocity counter's most
significant bit just previous to and held through the velocity correction
period. The velocity counter- is a 6 Bit counter, so 64 clocks of the
Aug
X4 Acquisition Clock Pulse are gated into it during the velocity
correction -period. This counts the counter _around one cycle in either
the up or downmode, depending on the target error direction in relation
to. the aperture center and the counter ends on the count stored in it
when it started the cycle. The clocks into the velocity counter during
the correction period are allowed into the track counter until zero'
3-48
fcount in the velocity counter is reached, then the velocity correction
clocks to the track counter are inhibited for the rest of the cycle.	 The
velocity counter with its Stored velocity information is now ready for
the next track scan to either confirm or update its stored velocity,
information.
The total track scan period is 64 milliseconds for a 1 KHz scan rate,
but the vertical and horizontal scans are made alternately in each
32 millisecond period, s;o the angles are alternately updated every
32 milliseconds.
	 This means that one angle shift register (ASO-AS15)
shown in figure 3-20 and on page A-18 in the Appendix can shift both
angle readings into the readout system for visual readout and to the
1	 control computer.	 Each angle reading is parallel loaded from the
f horizontal and vertical 14 bit track acquisition counters just after
updating by their associated position and velocity counters.
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3. 8. 3 Linearity Correction Map for the Synchronously Scanned
Transmitter -.R.-ceiver
The Scanning Laser Radar steers or points a narrow laser beam (0.1°)
synchronously with an equally narrow receiver field-of-view (0.1°). A linearity
correction map, shown in Figure 3-26, is incorporated in the SLR receiver so
that the receiver's 300 x300 field--of-view can be adjusted to match or be super -
imposed over the transmitter's 300 x300 field-of-view. The schematics for
the linearity correction logic are shown on Pages A -20 through A -25 in the
Appendix.
The exact angular deflection of the receiver varies slightly from the angular
deflection dictated by reading the image dissector deflection current. The
deflection error becomes larger as the angular deflection from boresight
increases and varies in a relative smooth curve over the field -of -view.
Therefore, the tracker field -of -view can be divided into areas and a correction
current added to or subtracted from the deflection current to correct the
deflection errors for each area. A map is made of the deflection errors for
each area in the total field -of -view. A series of gates reading the angular
deflection causes the linearity correction digital to analog converters to add
or subtract a calibrated amount of deflection current to correct the deflection
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3. 8. 4 Anacker Data Outputs
The SILK angle tracker provides horizontal (yaw) and vertical(pitch) line-of-sight
angle data. The angle data is updated every 64 milliseconds, the period for one
track cross scan. The horizontal and vertical angles are alternately updated
every 32 milliseconds. Referring back to the track cross scan in Figure -25
one can see that it takes 32 milliseconds for the vertical scan and 32 seconds
for the horizontal scan. While one angular direction is being scanned, the other
is being updated. The angle outputs are available in either straight binary or
binary coded decimal (BCD). A visual data display subsystem that displays all
the radar data in digital decimal form is described in Section 3.13. The raw
angle outputs from the angle tracker are in binary form and Table 3-1 shows
the correlation between the binary its and the radar a ngles. The least si nifi-y	 	 g
cant bit represents 0.0025 degrees, and the 14th, or most significant bit, repre-
sents 20.48 degrees.
A block diagram of the SLR angle and range data outputs is shown in Figure 3-27.
The 64 millisecond angle readings are sent to an accumulator where 16
f . consecutive readings are integrated to give one averaged, or smoothed reading
^i
F	 every 1. 024 seconds. Figures 3-28 and 3-2-9- ghow the timing and sequence of
the raw angle and range binary data outputs. The example in Figure 3-28 shows
l	 the timing sequence for the vertical scan and the horizontal output reading. The
h
horizontal angle is shifted out during step #26 of the vertical cross scan. The
vertical angle measured during this vertical cross scan will be available for
readout and shifted out 32 ms after the horizontal angle output or at step #58 of
IA
	
	
the vertical scan. Ali angle timing is synced to the shift clock pulses (32A,
32B, 32C) shown also in Figure 3-28. Figure 3-29 provides a more detailed
look at the sequence of all the angle and range readings that are available from
s	 the present logic.
A }
i
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Angle-rate calculations are also performed in the SLIt logic, the horizontal and
vertical angle-rates are both computed and updated at an arbitrary data rate of
I one per 2.56 seconds,	 The angle-rates are derived by differentiating the angle
data, therefore, an external computer can accept the raw angle data and. compute
the angle-rate at whatever data rate it chooses.
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BIT #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
ANGLE
0.0025 Degrees
01.005
0.01
0.02
0.04
0. 08
0.16
0.32
0.64
1.28
2.56
5.12
10.24
20.48
1
1
1
1
^i
1
1
.I
1
1
Table 3-1
Piii:i i • \ • Coding for Angle ( )utputs
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3.9	 Tiange and Timing Electronics
3.9.1	 General
The pulse ranging subsystem determines target range by measuring the laser
pupae propagation time from the transmitter to the target and back to the
receiver in increments, of 0.67 nanoseconds (1498 MHz). This allows the system
to obtain a range accuracy of ± 10 cm. The range pulse propagation time is
resolved by using a stripline delay line and Motorola MECI, III ultra high speed
integrated circuit logic. Figure 3-30 is a basic block diagram of the range and
timing electronics that will illustrate the general range and timing sequences
for a given pulse repetition rate (1 KHz) and desired resolution (0.67 nanoseconds
or 10 cm). The 1 KHz pulse repetition rate timing signals for the laser trans-
mitter are generated by dividing down from either the 187.376 MHz Master
Oscillator or the 187.376 MHz Sub Oscillator. A 1.00000 MHz Reference
Oscillator and a 1000 divider generate the 1 KHz reference. The phase of
the Master Oscillator, and Sub Oscillator are controlled by the Reference
Oscillator so that their timing signals are locked in phase to the 1 KHz generated
from the Reference Oscillator. The sequence starts with the Slab Oscillator
Fill running and subsequently generating the first 1 KHz signal that is sent to the
laser transmitter. A laser pulse is transmitted toward the target. A light
pulse detector mounted at the output of the laser senses the outgoing pulse and
starts the 187.376 MHz Master Oscillator. The Sub Oscillator is then turned off.
The Master Oscillator then generates the timing for the 1 KHz pulse repetition
rate and the range circuitry. The 187.376 MHz is sent to the Fine Range
	 f
circuitry which uses a stripline delay line to effectively multiply the frequency by
eight to get the;1498.96 MHz which is needed to resolve the range into 10 cm
increments. The highest frequency clock in the Scanning Laser Radar is 187 MHz,
however, a phase shifting of this clock is used to obtain 1498 MHz. With the
use of a stripline delay line and high speed "and gates" a master clock in a
pulse rangiag system can effectively have its frequency increased. The output
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from a master clock is sent down a stripline delay line and is tapped off into JJ
I
equal but increasing time increments as shown by a simplified example in
Figure 3-31.	 The phase of the output from each succeeding stripline tap is
j
3 shifted and if the radar signal is "and gated" with each of the shifted clocks,
then the return signal can be resolved into a time or range bin equal to the
^ Idelay of one stripline tap.	 For the Scanning Laser Radar an accurately cali-
brated stripline delay line and MEC L III logic are used to obtain range resolu-
tion from 1498 MHz down to 23 MHz. 	 Tine range circuitry provides the 21 bit
Range Shift Register with the lowest 6 binary bits of range information (10 cm
to 6.4 m).	 The Fine Range circuitry also sends a 23.422 MHz (6.4m) signal
F
to the Master Range circuitry which accomplishes the range counting in 6.4rr,,
r
Masterincrements.
	
The	 Range provides the 21 bit Range Shift Register with
the highest 15 binary bits of range information (6.4 to 150 km).
	 When the trans-
	 1
t	 _ mitted pulse is returned from the target, the receiver sends a stop signal to
the Fine Range circuitry which stops the fire range and master range counters.
The calibrated stripline delay lice is shown in the photos in Figure 3-32.
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3. 9. 2 Range Circuity
I
_i
To count range directly a frequency of 1498, 964 MHz must be counted,
No known integrated circuit can count at this speed, but a frequency
eight times lower (187. 3705 MHz) can be counted with Motorola
MECE III logic, In order to resolve the eight times higher frequency 	 j
a system of eight delay lines was devised, each successive line was
made longer than the previous line by a delay time of exactly 0.667
,
nanoseconds. Figure 3-33 is a detailed block diagram of the range and
timing circuitry. Schematics of the logic are shown on page A-1 thru
I A-9 in the Appendix. The start of each line is driven in parallel by
a master oscillator at 187. 3705 1VrHz. The end of each line drives one
input of a 2 input nand gate. The other input of each nand gate is tied
common and driven by the range return flip flop so as to inhibit
all nand gates when a range return signal is received. Therefore, if
the master oscillator is started each time a range Light pulse is
transmitted, and the gates at the ends of the lines are inhibited when
a range return signal is received, then a direct count of the 0. 1 meter
i increments of the range is obtained. 	 The outputs of the 4 nand gates
on the 4 shorter delay lines, shown in the upper right corner of
1	 : Figure 3-33, set 4 successive nand gates on the 4 longer delay line
resets of the 4 RS flip flops.
	
This circuitry forms a type of Johnson
counter with the output of each flip flop shifted in time by 1/8 of the
187. 3705 MHz cycle time.	 The 4 RS flip flops outputs can be decoded
' into 3 binary bits, which is the divide by eight required to resolve ..
1498.964 MHz.	 The most significant bit of the 3 decoded bits is used
for the input clock of a binary ripple down counter of 18 bits, which t
is sufficient to count a maximum range of 150 KM. 	 The binary range
counts (FRI- FR6) and the corresponding Master Range Counter
V
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J(MR1-MR15) is also depicted in Figure 3-33. Figure 3-44-shows the
range and timing waveforms for the 8 delay lines and the binary counts
{FRl-rRS).
At the end of each millisecond range measuring period, if a range
n	 1 i received through e	 e ate h r	 countreturn signs s
	
ei 	 hg_ th rang g te, t e  nage	  in
f`
	
	 the range counter is parallel loaded into the range shift register
(R.SO-23) shown in Figure 3-17. This range reading in the range
shift register is never destroyed and is updated only if a new range
reading is received through the range gate. A range gate counter
(MG2-15) shown on page A-8 in the Appendix is parallel loaded, with
the range reading that is contained in the range shift register just
previous to each range transmission, so that the range counter can
set up a narrow range gate about the range of the previously received
range return. This range gate helps exclude false range returns
(noise) and back scatter for any object near the range pulse path. The
range shift register always contains the last good range reading.
The total system timing is controlled from the 187.3705 MHz master
oscillator. This oscillator is a Motorola MEC.L III 4 input gate with
delay of the gate, plus the delay line is equal to 1/2 cycle of the
frequency of oscillation. This type of oscillator was chosen because
of the ease of starting and stopping the oscillator in a known phase.
The oscillator is not particularly stable with time and temperature
variations, so its bias, which controls the frequency of oscillation,
`
	
	 is controlled by an error voltage generated by a phase- locked loop
sensing the phase difference between the master oscillator and a
reference TXCO crystal oscillator shown on pages A-2 and A-3 of
the Appendix. Since a continuous time base is needed in the system
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and range measurement requires turning on and off the master 1
oscillator, a sub oscillator identical to the master oscillator is used
in conjunction with ihe master- oscillator.	 When the master oscillator
is turned off, the sub oscillator is turned on and vice versa,
	
The
two oscillator outputs are 'bred" together for the input clock to the
time base counter (FT1-3 and MT1-15) which divides the master
it 1oscillator frequencydown. to 1 KHz rate. 	 Because of s, discrete number
of counts required in digital division a master oscillator frequency
1
of 187.376 MHz was chosen to divide down to 1	 Hz,	 This produces
an error of less than 30 parts per million in the range measurements.
All timing controls for the total system are generated from this
master time counter.j
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3.0.3	 Lange Data Outputs
The SUR ranging subsystem provides slant or line-of-sight target range.
Sixteen (16) range readings are taken every 0.1 seconds and these are inte-
grated to provide an averaged or smoothed range reading. figures 3-25, 3-260
and 3-27 show the basic block diagram and timing diagrams for the range out-
puts. The raw range outputs from the ranging subsystem are in binary form
and Fable 3-2 shows the correlation between the l,),hiary bits and the target
range. The least significant bit represents 0.00625 meters and the 25th, or
most significant bit, represents 104, 857.6 meters. The output logic also
provides a 1.0 second range reading that is obtained by averaging ten (10)
of the 0. 1 seconds readings. Lange-rate is computed by differentiating the range
data. The data rate for the range-rate is one per second, however, an external
computer can take the raw range data and compute the range-rate at whatever
data rate it chooses.
WS
Table 3-2
Binary Coding for Range Outputs
A
BIT # RANGE
1 0.00625 Meters
2 0.0125
tj 3 0.025
4 0.05
5 0.1
6 0.2
g
7 0.4
8 0.
P
9 1.6
,r 10 3.2
11 6.4
12 12.8
13 25.6
14 51.2a IBMHW
15 102.4
16 204.8
17 409.6
r 18 819.2
R
19 1638.. 4
20 3276.8
21 6553.6
22 131..07.. 2
f 23 26214.4
24 52428.8
25 104857.6
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3.10	 Power Converters
The SLR has power converters that enable the entire system to operate from
a } ±28 VDC primary power source. Figure 3=35 is a schematic of the power
converters for the SLR.. transmitter -receiver and electronics. Photos of the
F:	 power converter circuitry are shown in Figure 3-36. All the power converters
are enclosed within the central electronics  package for the entire radar
system.
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a3.11	 Target Reflector and Receiver
For Phase II of Contract NAS8 -20833, reported here, the radar target was
allowed to have a passive corner cube reflector to enhance the reflected
return signal, and an active receiver that would measure the incoming direction
of the radar beam so that the orientation or attitude of the target relative to
the radar could be determined. Figure 3-37 shows a block diagram of the
target receiver and reflector, and photos of the hardware are shown in
Figure 3-38. A 2-1/2" diameter solid glass (BSC-2) corner cube with a
3/4" diameter hole cut into the apex was mounted directly in front of the target
receiver optics. The portion of the radar beam not entering the center of the
corner cube reflector will be reflected directly back toward the radar as
shown in the sketch in Figure 3-37. The corner cube reflector will reflect
the incoming beam back toward the source regar d l e s s of the angular direction
that the incoming beam strikes the corner cube reflector. B e c a u s e o f
the geometry of the corner cube it will accept and reflect any beam over a ninety
d e g r e e c o n e The portion of the radar beam entering the center or hole
of the corner cube reflector will be collected by a multi -elements lens. An
Angenieux 50 mm f/1.0 lens is used here to image the radar beam onto the
0
receiver detector. A narrow band optical filter (200 A) is also placed in front
of the lens to reduce the background noise. The receiver detector is an ITS
F4011 image dissector like the one described in Section 3.5. The target
receiver will measure the relative pitch and yaw angles between the radar
and target. It should be mentioned here that for Phase III of Contract
NAS8-20833, to be completed during 1972, the relative orientation or attitude
of the target will be determined with only corner cube reflectors allowed on
the target. Range and angle measurement to three or more corner cube
reflectors will allow the relative target attitude to be calculated by the radar.
This eliminates the need for an active target receiver and the telemetry link
needed to get the relative target attitude data back to the vehicle with the radar.
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3.12	 Target Electronics
The target electronics used to control and process the data for the target
reflector-receiver primarily consists of a pre -amp, angle tracker, and
power converters. A block diagram of the target electronics is shown in
r;
Figure 3-39. A photo of the electronics package is shown in Figure 3-40.
The heart of the electronics is the angle tracker and is very similar to the
angle tracker for the radar that is described in Section 3.8.	 The schematics
for the target electronics are shown on pages A-53 through A-61 in the
f Appendix.
The target angle tracker electronics system differs from the radar angle
tracker in a few areas.	 The target tracker has its own temperature
controlled master oscillator for system timing control. A (VCO) oscillator
could be used and phase locked to the received radar tracker transmitted
light pulse.	 This was not done, but would keep the two systems (radar and
-;ia;) target trackers) locked together for more precise timing control.	 The
oscillator frequency is 2.928 MHz which is divided down to 1 KHz and
t.
15.625 Hz, the same as in the radar tracker.
	 The range gate is established
with a combination of one shot signals rather than a counter as in the radar
tracker.	 The deflection drivers develop deflection drives for the receiver
only, since transmitter drive is not required. And no receiver linearity
y correction was used in the receiver to save time and money, but the deflection
error in the receiver is the same magnitude as in the radar tracker receiver.
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3.13	 Radar Data Displays
The Scanning Laser Radar has visual readouts of range, range rate, horizontal
and vertical angles, and horizontal and vertical angle rates. These parameters
are displayed by seven segment incandescent digital readout Lamps. Photos
of the radar data displays are shown in Figure 3 -41. All data is converted
from binary to digital decimal and slower data rates (smoothed data) were
selected so than the data was easier to read. The following data was generated
by the SLR and was either displayed visually or was available to be shifted
out to an external computer.
• Horizontal and vertical angles ( individual readings every 64 ms).
• Horizontal and vertical angles (averaged for 1.024 see.).
• Horizontal and vertical angle-rates (averaged for 2.56 sec.).
• Range (individual readings, 16 per 0.1 seconds).
• Range (averaged for 0.1 sec.).
4t Range (averaged for 1.0 sec.).
• Range-Rate (averaged for 1. 0 see.).
Some of the shifted out signal forms are shown in Figure 3-28, and their
associated bit values are given in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. The logic schematics
for processing these readout signals are shown on pages A-37 through A-52
in the Appendix. As each completed range reading is available to be shifted
out to an external computer, it is also accumulated in the 0.1 sec. range
f accumulator (page A-39) and the 1.0 sec. range accumulator (page A-38).
At the end of each 0 1 sec. period, the 16 accumulated range readings are
shifted out as range (averaged for 0.1 sec.) and at the t t,W of each 1.0 sec
the 160 accumulated range readings are shifted out as rang' €; (averaged for
3- 79
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1
1.0 sec. ). This same: range (averaged for 1.0 sec.) is shifted into a binary
to decimal converter (page A-46) for the visual range readout. Also this
range (averaged for 1.0 sec.) is subtracted from the range (averaged for
1.0 sec.) obtained in the previous second and the difference is shifted out
p
as range--rate (averaged for 1. 0 sec.). This range-rate number is also
`hifted into the range -rate binary to decimal converter (page A-45) for visual
0
range-rate readout.
Each angle reading is accumulated in the angle accumulators (page A-40g	 g	 g	 p 	 ) and
4	 the accumulated angles are shifted out as angles (averaged for 1. 024 sec.).
The accumulated angles are also shifted into the angle binary	 ' a _	 l   g	 ^. t  ^	  g e i ary to decimal
converter (page A-49) for the anglU visual readouts.
	
The angle readings are
also accumulated in the angle rate accumulators (page A-41) for 2.56 seconds
} and subtracted from the previous 2. 56
 sec. angle accumulation to obtain
angle-rate.	 This difference ins shifted out as angle-rate (averaged for 2.56
AW sec.) and the same difference is also shifted- into the angle -rate binary to
decimal converters (page A-43) for the angle -rate visual readouts.tl
The binary to decimal converters (pages A-43 through A-46) are basically
binary counters which are parallel loaded with binary range or angle
information from a shift register; then the information is counted out of the
binary counter into a decimal counter, clock for clock,, by a. 1.46 MHz clock
pulse from the master time counter.
	
The decimal counters (pages A-4:8,
A-50, A-51, A-52) are also used as the holding registers for the visual
r_
rea^ out indic;ators., A decade of a decimal counter and its associated
de,cimal to, seven ,segment converter (page A-49) is used todrive each decade
readout ianyp , Bl`anking, leading zero blanking, sign and decimal point-
drive circuits ar`e-also incorporated ire the converter circuits
#jV
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4.0 TEST RESULTS
4.1	 General
The primary objective of the test program was to collect acquisition,
tracking, and docking test data on the Scanning Laser Radar under
dynamic test conditions. A cooperative optical target was mounted on
a moveable platform (Rendezvous and Docking Simulator) and was
moved into and through the field-of-view of the Scanning Laser Radar
which was mounted on a fixed platform. The target motions were
computer contolled such that the line-of-sight velocities and accele-
rations could be programmed for various acquisition and tracking tests.
Docking type tests were performed to evaluate the range and angle
accuracy of the Scanning Laser Radar in a representative dynamic
condition. Target simulator data and radar data were monitored
simultaneously in real-time. Figure 4-1 is a sketch of the equipment
configuration for the overall test set-up. A digital computer was used
in real-time to
(1) Control the target position and attitude,
(2) Accept target position and attitude data from the
target platform pickoffs,
(3) Accept Scanning Laser Radar Data	 -
-	 Tests to determine the maximum target range that the SLR could
acquire and track a target at were originally scheduled using an
3	 ''
aircraft. These tests were not performed, but it is estimated that
the maximum target range would be approximately 30 ,miles for the
SLR with the low powered single mode GaAs laser as the transmitter.
Longer ranges could be obtained if a higher power laser was used.
r
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4. 2	 Maximum Acquisition-rate Tests
Tests were performed to determine the capability of the Scanning
Laser Radar to acquire and lock-on moving targets. Eight (8) basic
test cases were performed. In each of the eight cases the target started
at a position in the center of the radar field-of-view. This starting
position was chosen because it was easy and convenient to reset or
reposition the target to the same boresighted location. The target
accelerated up to a predetermined velocity, the radar was put into
its acquisition mode and then attempted to acquire the moving target.
The objective was to determine the maximum line-of-sight (LOS)
angular velocity that the target can be traveling with respect to the
radar and still be acquired by the radar. The difference between the
eight basic test cases are the LOS angular directions chosen for the
the target trajectories;
Figure 4-2 shows the basic geometry for the acquisition, test set -Lip, and
Figure 4-3 depicts the eight LOS angles :.chosen for the test runs. The
starting position of the target and the coordinates of the radar in the
target simulator reference frame are also shown. The acquisition
scan was started near the center of the field-of-view (approximately
a	 -150, a	 +1 00 ) in order to reduce the acquisition time.
xe	 yc
Acquisition occured in the first 5 to 20 seconds. During this time the
target was traveling with almost constant LOS angular velocity (& ) .
c
For each of the eight basic test cases the maximum LOS angular
velocity(xc' aye) capability for the acquistion mode was determined.
Figure 4-4 illustratively depicts these maximum values and the
associated direction of the target trajectory. The test data shows
acquisition at target angular rates of 0. 1660/sec to 0, 2490/sec.
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The lower rate was with the target traveling down slower than the
radar scan (. 2130/sec). It should have acquired a target moving
0.196 0 /see. for case #7 but the simulator Z-a^ :_is reached the negative
travel limit before the radar scan caught up with the target.
	
The
absolute worst case condition was never realized during these tests.
This would be when the target was moving perpendicular to the scan
as in case #3 and the target was only captured by the line scan over-
lap (reference x+inal Report NAS8-23973, section 3.1.).
	
Statistically
this absolute worst case will less than 5% of the time for case #3, and
since this condition could not be programmed into the test set-up it
could not be checked.	 Th absolute worst case condition would have
only allowed the radar to acquire the target at 0.025 0sec.	 From Figure
4-4 it is obvious that all test data was considerable better.
	
This test
data should represent approximately 95% of the possible test conditions
3
for target acquisition.	 The best case condition for target acquisition
should be when the target is moving parallel to the scan asin case #1
or #5. For this condition the maximum angular velocity that the radar
will acquire at is 0.303 °/sec. A value of 0. 2240/sec was obtained for
case #1 and #5 and this iv reasonable considering that the best case
condition could not be programmed into the test set-up. A slightly
higher value was obtained for case #4 (0. 249 0/sec). Again the values
shown in Figure 4-4 0. 166 to 0.249 0
	 (	 /sec) should be a representative .
range of maximum acquisition rates that the radar is capable of
acquiring a target for almost all target trajectory conditions.
k
i4, 3 Maximum Tracking-Date Tests
Dynamic tests were performed to determine the maximum tracking.
rate (Velocity and Acceleration) capability of the SLID. and to check its
ability to re-acquire a moving target after a temporary loss-of-track
condition is incurred.
Velocity_,
Two (2) basic test cases were performed to determine the capability
i
of the .SLR: to track a target moving with a constant velocity. The
differences between the two basic tests were the target starting position
and the LOS angular direction chosen for the target trajectory. Each
	
MR	 test run started with the SLIT; locked-on the target while it was stopped
at a designated initial starting position. At a designated time thea	 ^	 g
target was slowly accelerated (Q. 3 o /see 2) up to a predetermined
constant angular velocity (as seen by the radar), and the radar then
attempted to track the target. The objective was to determine the
maximum LOS an RI-A rt velocity that a target can be travelling withg	 y	 ^	 g
_	 respect to the radar and still be tracked by the radar.
Figure 4-5 shows the test set-up geometry for the tracking tests and
Figure 4­ 6 dep icts the two LOS angular directions chosen for the test
runs
The maximum target velocity that was tracle3 ; ►;^ t. was 0. 9
degrees/second for the vertical target trajectory and L 0 degrees/
second for t'lie 45' ta.rLgek, traje.-tory. This agrees reasonably well
with calculated or theoretical limit (1.10 de ra gs/second) for the
°	 SLR when it is operating with a 1 KHz PRF and scan rate.
i.
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4.3 Maximum Tracking hate (Continued)
Acceleration
The tracking acceleration tests were run the same way as the tracking
velocity tests except the target acceleration was the variable test
parameter. The tracking acceleration tests were somewhat redundant
Because as soon as the angular velocity exceeded the maximum tracking
velocity, the target was lost. The present SLR. angle tracker makes
position and velocity corrections in order to update the radar pointing,
but acceleration corrections are not made. The system can stand
a very high angle acceleration for a short period of time until the
velocity becomes too great. But the acceleration tests did confirm the
velocity tests, because track was lost in each case after the velocity
exceeded approximately to/sec.
Re-acquisition
The ability of the SLR re-acquisition mode to reacquire a target after
temporary loss-of-track was checked by momentarily obstructing the
path of the laser beam to the target. After the B ILR loses track of a
'	 target it automatically goes into the reaquisition mode. In this mode
`
	
	 the SLR synchronously scans its transmitter-receiver in a 1.28 0 x
1.28 0 square about the last known location of the target. Whenever the
beam was obstructed for a time less than it took for the target to
travel outside the 1.280
 x 1.28° reacquisition the target was successfully
reacquired within 0.256 seconds or less,
-	
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4.4 Range and Angle Accuracy
i. The, line-of-sight range and angle accuracy of the Scanning Lasar Radar
i was determined by evaluating the test data taken during two different
tests.	 Tht, range accuracy was examined for a typical docking maneuver
A
';,hentesti	 the target was closing slowly toward the radar'.. 	 it is curing
the final closure of rendezvous and docking that the best resolution ori
s accuracy from the radar is needed, and therefore, a typical docking
maneuver was simulated.	 During the docking closui-e maneuver the line
of sight angles are nulled to zero., and since the best LOS angle accuracy{y
of the SLR is at boresight (LOS angles are zero, the LOS angle accuracy
was examined for a tracking test When the target was crossing through
the angular field-of-view of the SLR at various changing angles.
Figures 4-5 and 4-7 show •the test set-up' gzotnetry for a. typical docking
maneuver test.	 The test starts when the radar acquires the target
(Phase a- Acquisition).	 The target is then 'moved until it is positioned
along the radar boresight (Phase II - Null LOS angles).
	 The radar
boresight axis is also the docking axis for these tests.	 After the target
reaches the docking axis, it starts to close toward the radar with a
A
trajectory along the docking axis (Phase III - Closure for Docking).
It was during this docking closure phase that the LOS range accuracy
of the SLR was examined.
	 A detailed plot of the individual. range
readings for one of the representative docking tests is shown in Figure
4-8. ' Mhe plot shows all the range readingsas a function of time for the
- section of the docking closure maneuver between the range of 8.4
=. meters, and 5.3 meters.	 The SLR was operating a 1 KHz PRY and
16 range readings every 0. 1 seconds were averaged and sent to the
digital computer used in the test set up.. _ Ule docking closure maneuver-
j
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kbetween 8.4 meters and 5. 3 meters took. 53 seconds resulting in 530
range readings.
Ten (10) individual SLR, range readings per second were averaged to
obtain a range reading smoothed for one second for each of the 53
seconds in the period studied. The recorded AGC voltage was then
read for each second from the analog recordings and the one second
range readings were corrected by the following factor:
Recorded.	 1.3	 CorrectedSLR Range -+-
	 AGC x 2.4 -2. 0 V 1.75 M/V =
 Rangeg
1.3	
-	 Recorder Scale Factor2.4
2.0 V
	 SLR Reference AGC
1. 75 M/V
	 Correction Factor (Meters per Volt)
The maximum corrected range deviation from the programmed range
was +, 06 M and -. 08 M for the 53 sec test period. This deviation would
have been less if the Z-axis motion_ of the target simulator has been
constant.
The smoothed one-second range readings are shown in the plot with
circles around them, and the smoothed/AGC corrected one second
range reading Ore shown with squares around them. The target was
commanded 'to "follow a straight line trajectory and the calculated
range values for the commanded target trajectory is shown by the
heavy straight line. When the ;smoothed/AGC corrected one second
	 1
range readings are compared to the commanded range values, the +3
f	 ,
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sigma( a)variation between the two is :h5  centimeters. In actuality,
the 3 a range error is really less then 5 cxn because the actual
trajectory that the-target simulator followed was not a straight line,
but was a staircase. The staircase trajectory occurred because the
Z-axis motions (up and down) of the target simulator were not smooth
due to imperfect counter-balancing, cable vibration, and control
problems in the target simulator test set-up. The X and Y axis
motions of the target simulator were reasonably smooth. The staircase
Z-axis motions were large enough to be visible to an observer. They
were also verified by looking at the vertical LOS angle readouts of the
SLR. Figure 4-9 shows the vertical and horizontal angle readouts
for a portion of the docking closure shown previously in Figure 4-8.
The vertical angle readout shows a large cyclic motion about 0.280.
Projected to the Z-Y plane of the test set-up, one can observe that the
.	 actual target trajectory of this cyclic motion would be a staircase
trajectory about the 9.2,80^,	 y	 projected LOS angle from the SLR. Instead
of smoothly moving from point A to point B as commanded, the target
simulator moved rapidly downward in the Z-axis: and then moved along
the X-axis with zero Z-axis movement until point B was reached. The
LOS range readings from the SLR were effected by this cyclic motion
of the target simulator and this is shown clearly when one compares the
smoothed/AGC corrected one second range reading in Figure 4-9 with
the vertical :angle readouts. If the staircase trajectory has been smooth
in the Z-axis, the ± 3 a variation between the commanded range and
0
the SLR range readings would have been less than f 5 em. From the
available test data it could -not be quantitatively determined how much
less the variation would be The horizontal angle readout is also
shown in Figure 4-9 and this verified the relative smoothness of the
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k.
target simulator in the X and Y directions.
A detailed plot of the individual angle readings for one of the
representative tracking tests is shown in Figure 4-10. The plot shows
both the horizontal and vertical LOS angle readings for a track test
l- Oo 0° and	 + o + othat started; at approximate y 7. , 7.	 x^ ended at 7.0	 ? . 0 .
The SLR was operating at 1 KHz PRF and scan rate, and used a 64
millisecond cross scan while in track mode, thus the angles were
updated and sent to the external digital computer used in the test set-up
every 64 ms. The solid lines in the angle plat in Figure 4-10 are the
calculated angles of the target. The calculated angles were geometrically
computed by using the X, Y, Z positions: taken from position pichoffs
located on the target simulator.
p	
Offset bias errors between alignment of the test set-up to the SLR
boresight caused the SLR angle readings to differ from the calculated
values. After determining nd subs
	 tracting out the offset bias error,:
- `	 the radar vertical angle readings were compared to the calculated
target simulator vertical angles. The three sigma variation between
the two was calculated to be 0.068 degrees. This can be considered
,	 the worst case angle error for the SLR angle tracker because of the
cyclic motions of the target trajectory at the relatively high angular
velocity (0.7 degrees) that was used for this test. The maximum tracking
of the SLR is approximately 1.0 deg/sec. if the cyclic motions of the
E	 target has been larger, and/or with a higher frequent y, the SLR would
have lost track of the target. The vertical angle data showed a targetg	 g	 g
cyclic motion with a 2. 2 second period and a higher frequency with a
period of approximately 0. 36 seconds. The SLR angle tracker uses
}	 0.064 seconds to complete one cross scan period (for the 1 KHz sca.r_1^ate
4-18
kused in this protytype), If the target has a large cyclic motion;,
greater than 0.1 degree movement in a 0.064 second period,
then the radar will not be abL., to generate the necessary error signals
to track the target. If the target trajectory had been smooth (constant
angular velocity with no acceleration components), then the 3v vertical
angle error would have approached 0. 0125 de..grees (the angle
resolution and static angle accuracy of the angle tracker) , The SLR
angle tracker makes an angle and awgie-rate correction in the
tracking ,loop but does not make angle-accelerations corrections.
The horizontal angle 3 a error was calculated to be 0.055 degrees
r	 for the same test run shown in Figure 4-10. The horizontal angle error
should be lean than the vertical angle error because the target trajectory
waft :amnnth pr in fhp hnri7.nntal dirar.+inn_
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4, 5	 Summate -of Test Results
The performance of the Scanning Laser Radar system during the field tests is
summarized in the following table:
TABLE 4-1
SUMMARY QF TEST RESULTS
Maximum Acquisition-rate, 0.166 to 0.249 deg/sec (depending
on direction of target trajectory)
Maximum Tracking-rate
	
0.9 deg/sec
Range Accuracy (3(7)
	
5 centimeters
Angle Accuracy (3cr)	 0.06 degrees
Note
'
	
	 These results were recorded with the Scanning Laser Radar system
NVEli operating with a 1 kHz PRF and scan rate. The system will event
wally operate with a 10 kHz or higher PRF and scan rate. For a
10 kHz PRF and scan rate, the maximum acquisition-rates and
tracking-rates, will be 10 times larger than those obtained with
-	 1 kHz. The range and angle accuracies will be about the same at
10 kHz, but the data rates will be 10 times greater,
a, ys
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